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”THE W.A.A.F. AT HOME "

Talks round the fire to the W.A.A.F. are now a regular weekly
feature at one Big station of Coastal Command in the wilds of Wales.

Specialists in the various sections go round each week, and the

W.A.A.F. are becoming extremely and increasingly interested in this

form of educational amusement. The night selected is the same as

”domestic night” (when the W.A.A.F. give their Homes* a special

clean up and do their mending)* It has been found that the homely

sit-round-the-fire, listening to a specialist talking on his own

particular topic has the effect of making everybody keener and better

fitted for the job they have in hand*

On a recent night a squadron leader who fought with the Advanced

Air Striking Force in France on battles and later- with Hurricanes

from Guernsey (covering the evacuation from Cherbourg) was the

chief speaker, and one of the most successful - and surprising -

nights was that given ever to talks by the W.A.A.F. themselves.

A representative of each section load to say something about ”my job”,

and surprise was caused by the eloquence of some of the W.A.A.F. once

they became warned up about their own activities* Speeches were

limited to two minutes, - and it was amazing hew much they could say

in the time allowed. The cooks, the radio operators, and the

waitresses all had their turn - but the prize contributions of the

night came from the M.T. drivers, who upset the calculations of

everybody by their amusing descriptions cf their experiences. One

W.A.A.F., a Manchester girl, who assists the station intelligence

section in a clerical capacity, declared:

”1 have been in the W.A.A.F. only about eight months and I only

wish that I had been able to join before
*

I am even happier than I

was in a very good job in civilian life.”

'

Among the speakers warn the one and only Czech W.A.A.F. serving

on the station. Though she is the sole woman of her nationality

hero she feels quite at home, for her fellow W.A.A.F. do all they

can to make her so and a famous Czech squadron is in possession
of the station^


